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Introduction 
Beginning in 2014, some grouping tools were introduced to TerraScan.  Those tools applied to mobile 

LIDAR applications as they were aimed at classifying moving cars and trees. In late 2016, additional 

grouping tools were introduced to enable a new method of conducting above ground classifications in 

airborne LIDAR datasets beyond the standard classification routines.  Prior to classification, the software 

groups above ground points with the goal of designating a single group of points per object. Each 

grouping of points receives a unique identifying number and this number is assigned to each point. The 

assigned group attribute may be saved in the FBI format for future use. The end game of these new 

grouping tools is to become the preferred method for classification of above ground features.     

The usual method of classification contains some limitations that this grouping method improves upon.  

The older routines generally look at individual points to determine how each need to be classified.  

Some old classification routines form temporary groupings of points to assist in classification (i.e. planar 

points when doing building classification), but this grouping information is not stored.  Each of these 

routines have their own grouping principle and there was no way to evaluate if a group is more like a 

tree or a building.    

In short, the usual classification routines classify individual points, but the grouping method enables 

classification on an object basis. This approach in turn provides better automatic classification, while 

also fostering faster manual classification corrections of above ground features.  The introduction of the 

classification by groups routines are by far the biggest improvement in the software in the past year. 

Principles of Grouping 
Grouping logic relies on information derived from the point cloud that determines how a point is related 

to adjacent points.  The important information is in the form of the ‘normal vector’ and ‘distance’ 

attributes.  Where the distance is the height of the point above the ground, while the Normal vectors 

are the local slope aspect of the data. From the normal vectors the dimensionality of point groups; 

linear, planar, or complex relationships with adjacent points can be ascertained.   

http://support.geocue.com/compute-normal-vectors/
http://www.terrasolid.com/guides/tscan/index.html?mwcomputedistance.php
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Figure 1: (Left) Normal Vectors showing the slope aspect of above ground feature groups; (Right) points colored by dimension: 
Red=Linear, Yellow= Planar, and White = Complex. 

With this information, the software can group points together using various grouping algorithms such as 

planar surfaces, tree logic, and point density.  The goal of this process is to create a single group 

representing a single object, such as a building roof, individual trees, shrubbery, cars, and poles. 

 

Figure 2: Points displayed by Group 

Classify Groups by Best Match 
Once the point cloud is grouped, there are several group classification routines that can make use of this 

information.  The ‘By Best Match’ tool provides the biggest benefit that grouping brings to the 

classification process. The software can now evaluate each group and implement multiple object 

recognition routines, comparing each group of points to preset templates or criteria for objects such as 

cars, poles, roof, roof structure, walls, trees, or vegetation.  The software then classifies the entire group 

of points to one of these classes based on the probability of matching a particular template.  

http://support.geocue.com/assign-groups/
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Figure 3 shows the results of the ‘Classify groups by best match’ tool (Left), and a macro built from the 

routine classification tools (Right).  

 

Figure 3: Results of classification processes. (Left) Results of Group Classification; (Right) Results of Routine Classification 

What can be noticed right away is that the vegetation is classified differently- this is not just a difference 

in Point Class Table color scheme, but is separate classes all together.  The vegetation on the right was 

classified based on height above ground and is what is left over from the building classification. In this 

situation, there is no way to know if this represents vegetation of just left over structures that were 

never classified out.  However, the vegetation on the left was classified based on a statistical analysis of 

groups, determining that these groups followed a tree logic and were complex, nonplanar features. In 

short, using the grouping tools allows for the explicit classification of trees and will differentiate trees 

from other above ground objects. 

Another noticeable feature is that the building classification on the left is much more comprehensive 

than the one on the right, including several small buildings and parts of the larger building in the 

Building Class. This is because group classification is not restricted by the minimum building size setting 

required by the routine ‘Classify buildings’ tool. This setting is required to ensure that vegetation is not 

erroneously included in the building classification, but group classification does not require this because 

the vegetation points will be in separate groups.  Not only does this make for a cleaner building 

classification but it also limits the amount of vegetation being included in the building class. Also, objects 

on top of the buildings (air conditioning units, antennas, or elevator houses) are placed in their own 

separate class called ‘roof structure’ instead of remaining in the vegetation class. Unlike the routine 

classification tools, the group classification tools can automatically classify features found on the sides of 

buildings and the walls themselves, provided appropriate returns are present. Lastly, unlike the routine 

classification tools, the ‘Classify groups by best match’ tool can directly classify cars.  This algorithm is 

based on the length-to-width ratio of a group under consideration. This enables the elimination of cars 

from the lower level vegetation classes.  

http://support.geocue.com/tips-building-classification/
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We expect to see further refinement to these tools with future development. A key aspect will be 

improvements in the ability of the software to appropriately group various features so that users don’t 

end up in a bind of having to fix both misgrouped and misclassified points. In the meantime, these first 

release tools greatly improve upon the above ground feature classifications processes. In addition, the 

grouping has opened an array of new options that one may use for analyzing the LIDAR data in a more 

automated way. We’ll cover some of the possibilities using these new routines in upcoming articles. 


